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Introduction:  One of the main science goals for the 

Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) 
mission is to explore how the Martian atmosphere 
evolved over time; this is accomplished by measuring 
the loss rates of various gases and determining the ratio 
of stable isotopes in the upper Martian atmosphere [1]. 
To place the results from MAVEN and the atmosphere 
of Mars, in general, in a larger solar system context, we 
need to study similar processes in the upper Earth at-
mosphere. To this end, we are working to better under-
stand the stable oxygen isotope abundances and the pro-
cesses that affect them in Earth's thermosphere, specifi-
cally isotope fractionation due to diffusion and photo-
dissociation. 

To determine the isotope abundances above the 
Earth’s homopause we will analyze the surface layers of 
atmosphere-exposed materials that spent significant 
time in low-Earth orbit aboard the Long Duration Expo-
sure Facility (LDEF). LDEF was a NASA satellite 
launched with the intent of studying how systems and 
materials are affected by exposure to the space environ-
ment. Initially launched in 1984 at an altitude of ~500 
km, its orbit eventually degraded over its six-year mis-
sion lifetime to an altitude of ~330 km. Figure 1 shows 
the altitude degradation along and the oxygen fluence 
impacting the leading surfaces of LDEF over its life-
time.  The amount of oxygen impacting LDEF should 
have left a measurable signature on many of the target 
materials. Al targets, in particular, were made with ano-
dized oxide layers, that appear to have undergone O iso-
tope exchange and diffusion over the mission lifetime, 
recording the O isotope composition of Earth’s thermo-
sphere. We are primarily interested in samples that were 
placed in the leading edge and “Earth-end” of the space-
craft. These areas held several experiments with alumi-
num samples that are prime targets for oxygen measure-
ments, as their time in orbit allowed for implantation 
and diffusion into the surface. X-ray diffraction meas-
urements of several Al LDEF targets, carried out at 
ASU, indicate that the oxide layer is amorphous, con-
sistent with low-temperature anodization. That the ox-
ide layer is amorphous is important because an amor-
phous oxide layer has a much larger diffusion coeffi-
cient, consistent with migration of atmospheric O atoms 
in the Al targets. 

Atmospheric Structure. The thermosphere of the 
Earth begins at the homopause, which is about 100 kil-
ometers above the surface. The homopause defines the 

transition between an atmosphere mixed by eddy diffu-
sion (below) and molecular diffusion (above). Mass-de-
pendent fractionation processes (MDF) occur when the 
abundance of isotope scales with the mass of each iso-
tope. Mass-independent fractionation (MIF) occurs 
when the abundance of the isotopes scales by some 
other process, such as photodissociation. We expect that 
below the homopause eddy diffusion will result in very 
little fractionation of isotopes, while above the homo-
pause diffusive separation results in strong mass-de-
pendent fractionation. Atomic oxygen becomes a pri-
mary constituent in the atmosphere above the homo-
pause [3]. Oxygen isotope abundances have been stud-
ied for many years but not at altitudes near or above the 
homopause. 

 
Figure 1. The altitude degradation (green) and oxygen fluence 
impacting the leading surfaces (pink) of LDEF over its life-
time. Source: [2] 

To quantitatively describe the effects of isotope frac-
tionation, geochemical ‘delta’ notation is used. Values 
are given in per mill (‰). For oxygen, the ratio of two 
stable isotopes relative to a standard is given by 𝛿 𝑂# =
10' 𝑅)*+,-.# 𝑅)/*01*21# − 1  where 𝑅# = 𝑂# 𝑂45  
for x = 17 or 18. We can compute the quantity ∆47𝑂 =
	𝛿 𝑂47 − 0.528𝛿 𝑂4=  (linearized) which describes devi-
ation from mass-dependent processes. Oxygen-contain-
ing species in the atmosphere should have ∆47𝑂 = 	0.  

Methods: We have a set of samples from experi-
ment S0001 (Don Humes, PI) that were flown on LDEF. 
Analysis of the samples was done using secondary ion-
ization mass spectrometry (SIMS) with the Cameca 
1290 ion microprobe at the UCLA SIMS laboratory. For 
oxygen isotopes, the 1290 uses a Cs+ beam to impact the 
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oxide layer of the Al target which contains implanted 
atmospheric oxygen and produce sputtered O- ions that 
are counted by multicollector detectors. The instrument 
was used in a raster scan mode over an area of about 100 
x 100 microns. Ion probe measurements require a stand-
ard in order to compare the isotope ratios. Here, we used 
two: 1) the measurements from the backside of one of 
the samples, LDA11, and 2) a polished Al disk. We as-
sume the backside to have very little implanted O from 
the upper atmosphere, which is roughly verified in Fig-
ure 2. The first ~10 cycles should be disregarded due to 
the initialization of the Cs+ implantation. Each cycle 
digs deeper (depth profiling) into the surface of the sam-
ple. We set ∆47𝑂	for the LDA11 backside to D17O = 0 
in order to get a reliable standard for the rest of the 
measurements. 

 

 
Figure 2. The counts per second (left) and the delta values 
(right) for sample LDA11 backside, which we used as the 
standard for the rest of the measurements. 

Results: We did measurements on a number of 
LDEF samples. As there are too many to display in this 
abstract, we have chosen to include a small selection of 
our results. Figure 3 shows the count rates and delta val-
ues for the frontside of LDA11, which was exposed to 
high amounts of the atmospheric conditions on LDEF. 
∆47𝑂 is ~ -20 ‰ relative to the LDA11 backside. Addi-
tionally, 𝛿 𝑂47  reaches levels of -150 ‰ and 𝛿 𝑂4=  
reaches levels of -250 ‰. The d17O and d18O values are 
qualitatively consistent with diffusive separation of O 
isotopes in the thermosphere.  

 
Figure 3. The counts per second (left) and the delta values 
(right) for sample LDA11 frontside. 

Figure 4 shows the count rates and delta values for 
the sample LDH98, which was near the leading edge of 
the satellite and exposed to high amounts of atmosphere. 
For this sample, ∆47𝑂 remains near ~0 ‰ relative to the 
LDA11 backside. 𝛿 𝑂47  reaches levels of -125 ‰ and 
𝛿 𝑂4=  reaches levels of -250 ‰, again consistent with 
diffusive separation of O isotopes. 
 

 
Figure 4.  The counts per second (left) and the delta values 
(right) for sample LDH98. 

For LDEF sample LDA 75, and using the Al disk standard, 
we find similar d17O and d18O values, but with ∆47𝑂 ~ +20 
‰, assuming ∆47𝑂 = 0 ‰ for the polished al disk. 

 
Figure 5. Delta-values for LDEF sample LDA 75 using 
a polished Al disk as the standard. 
 

Conclusions: All samples near LDEF’s leading 
edge show isotope fractionation consistent with diffu-
sive separation in the thermosphere, but with a magni-
tude about one half of that predicted by diffusion theory. 
D17O values are ~ 0 ‰, but with uncertainty ~ ±20 ‰. 
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